When I meet people who read my articles, they frequently say, “It was like you wrote that for me.” I tell them a lot of other people thought the same thing because these things I write about are fairly common. Why wouldn’t they be?

After all, we all have pretty similar experiences in this business — with regional differences, mainly related to the weather. But outside of that it is at least 80 percent the same.

The topic for this article and most others is derived from testing out theories that I develop from experiences from working with clients. If the same thing comes up over and over you can bet that after the test period an article will eventually cover that topic.

One of those theories I’ve been testing is about how we benefit personally from the proven and known benefits our products. So I’ve asked about a dozen groups of garden center owners and managers on tours, in seminars and in their stores to raise their hand if there is a tree shading their air conditioning unit at their home.

Now think of your own air conditioning units at your home, and at your office. Are they shaded by a tree?

Well, why aren’t they? Yes, I’m talking to you!

Practice, Practice, Practice

We all have read the same electric bill stuffers that our customers have. They know that a shaded A/C unit saves 15 percent on electric energy, and so do we. We’ve discussed this fact with our friends and customers. But there our own A/C unit sits out in the hot baking sun still today after all these years we’ve known this.

We have the high electric bill and complain about it. We have the tools. We have the trees on hand. We have the advantage over our customers of an employee discount or wholesale cost.

I’m not sure which is the bigger problem: throwing money away to the electric company or not believing enough in the benefit of our own product to actually use it ourselves.

No wonder we don’t sell more trees. We don’t practice what we preach. Do you think if the customer saved money on electricity that they may feel more friendly toward investing more money on their landscaping?

Allow me to continue. When we do plant something at our own home, do we prepare the soil the way we would tell our customer to? I thought not. Oh, are we in too much of a hurry? Or do we image that the soil is really not good and the amendment will help the plant to get a good start, and to thrive?

No wonder so many customers leave without buying soil amendment. We don’t practice what we preach. Do you think if their new plantings took off and impressed them that they might plant more? No wonder we don’t sell more plants.

Please allow me just one more opportunity to beat up on you today. Think for a minute about what we know about professionally designed landscaping that increases commercial property value.

The increase of commercial property value does not just mean the selling price of the real estate. It also means the ability of that real estate to play an important role of marketing the product that is sold from it.

Let me know if you decide to finally practice what you preach. Tell me what you did about these things and what benefits you finally received.
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